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Extract from the Travelogue from 
Northern Sweden - Swedish forest 
between the sea and mountains.

I had actually seen the reindeer 
before it happened. It stood there 
grazing on the roadside. But it was 
only when the truck on the op-
posite side was 25m away that it 
moved into the road. A split second 
later it saw the vehicle and set off. 
The next moment I was looking it 
straight in the eyes, just inches from 
the radiator before it disappeared 
into the scrub on my right side. 
Brakes, horn. An instant awaken-
ing to the reality on the roads in 
northern Sweden. I pull over to 
the side, rearrange my home office, 
which was previously located on the 
passenger seat, but which is now 
on the floor with cards, cameras, a 
water bottle and anything else good 
to have handy for long journeys . I 
get out of the car, stretch my back 
and look to the north, towards the 
low mountains around Gällivara and 
Malmberget.

It was August 2007. I was travel-
ling through northern Sweden and 
Finnmark. It was both a journey 
through old Nordic food traditions 
and through the nature on which 
they are based. Specifically, the task 
was to collect samples of herbs and 
berries and to meet people, as I 
am deeply fascinated by nature and 
cultural landscapes, and to create 
new products based on the nature 
they themselves are a part of. The 
project I was working on would 
explore the little-known or forgotten 
universe of scents and tastes that 
hides in the rich Nordic flora.

It is now June 2008. Almost a year 
has passed. Herbs and berries have 
been transformed into a number of 
extracts, distillates and taste proto-
types, which are now being further 
developed into actual products. The 
possibilities are enormous; also for 
using our experience from other 
areas of food production. Uniquely, 

we work on open source principles 
- so our experiences will be made 
available to our partners. This also 
applies to all the collectors and 
small and large producers I am now 
looking forward to visiting for the 
second time. 

We have become wiser about many 
subjects over the last year. Among 
other things, the terroir concept: it 
is not easy to distinguish between, 
for example, mountains and forests 
here in Sweden. Theoretically, it is 
possible to keep them apart, but in 
reality the elements go together like 
peas in a pod. Which plants are typi-
cal of which areas often proves to 
be a matter of taste. In the harshest 
mountain areas where it is hard to 
find dryas or mountain bearber-
ries, sheltered valleys cut through 
filled with pine trees hundreds of 
years old, blueberries, lingonberries 
and mushrooms. Swedish forest in 
Swedish mountains. In general, the 
birch tree line is regarded as the 
boundary between mountain and 
lowland, but only when consider-
ing a vertical angle. Looking at the 
landscape more horizontally, the 
conditions are far more complicated. 
We are in search of Norwegian an-
gelica from the mountains. And yes: 
It is found up in the mountain areas 
close to the Norwegian border - 
but also a little further down in the 
lowlands a few kilometres away. And 
we want to find wild rosemary from 
the Swedish forests: there is plenty 
in the lowlands - but it is also found 
on the moors in the mountains. And 
when we talk about yarrow, blue-
berry, heath heather and a variety 
of other plants and berries, we’ll 
find them from Rømø’s dunes to the 
coastal cliffs of Alta. It is possible 
that a yarrow from Rømø tastes 
different than one from Alta, but 
we just don’t know! When we want 
to recreate a mood from the forest 
of northern Sweden in a spirit and 
use virtually the same ingredients 
we can find in Midtjylland, can the 
consumer grasp our intentions? We 
don’t know. But we have a theory 
that there are nevertheless some 
ingredients that are either so 
distinctive to the individual area or 
because of the climate or soil of the 
area have such special taste char-
acteristics that they provide the ex-
perience: here we are in the middle 
of the forest in northern Sweden. 
Here lingonberries and mushrooms 
are spread under the big pine trees. 
Here we can smell moss and lichen 
and resin. And here we stand on a 
Swedish mountain side where the 
angelica blossoms on the edge of a 
small stream. 

We are the start of a long journey 
where we will challenge ourselves 
to create scents and tastes of the 
scenery through which we travel!
Västerbotten: Preserves and juice in 
the forest at Rickard’s place, Umeå 
Airport. Approaching across the low 
coastline, the numerous archipelago 
islands in the Gulf of Bothnia look so 
firm and stable. In reality this is one 
of the most dramatic areas in the 
world in geological terms, where the 
land has risen 285 metres since the 
ice age. The land continues to rise 
at a speed of 8 mm a year or 80 cm 
every 100 years. This is a speed fast 
enough to be recorded by human 
memory!

Luggage. Rent a car. Out of town 
heading towards Vilhelmina. To-
day I have a meeting with Solbritt 
Hansson. We are going to talk about 
Norwegian angelica and taste her 
products. Her Norwegian angelica 
grows at Grønfjeld, but Solbritt 
lives here in Vilhelmina, in the middle 
of the forest area.

Last year I visited Rickard Norberg. 
On my way there I visited Bjørn-
landet, a rather small national park 
in Swedish terms, south-west of 
Fredrika. It was fascinating, with 
its vast areas of almost bare rock 
fields, ancient pine trunks marked by 
forest fires and low plants hang-
ing over swamp forests. Here there 
is plenty of wild rosemary, which is 
called skvattram in Swedish. There 
are blueberries, bilberries and oth-
er good things. I made enquiries at 
the nature conservation authorities 
before visiting. You can pick ber-
ries for your own consumption And 
mushrooms! And you can also visit 
for development work. But actual 
production and commercial business 
is forbidden! For this you have to be 
outside the national park area. Here 
too in Sweden, this essentially fun-
damentalist attitude is that nature 
means untouched nature. But does 
this apply to a cultural landscape? 
We will always have to relate to this 
conflict - and to relate to the nature 
conservation authorities ...

Nº1 FOURAGE NORDIC TERROIR SPIRITS

LATITUDE 661° 34’ 14.1528’’ N LONGITUDE 16° 29’ 39.2496’’ E       LATITUDE 68° 54’ 6.3324’’ N  LONGITUDE 28° 25’ 8.4612’’ E       LATITUDE 57° 2’ 24.2016’’ N”  LONGITUDE 8° 29’ 35.8332’’ E

It is a series of Nordic terroir spirits, made from plants and growths 
gathered in three uniquely distinctive biotopes in the Scandinavian region –
The Swedish forest, Norwegian Finnmark and the Danish heath. 
We hand-picked the botanicals in each habitat and through fractional 
distillation, the unique properties of the weather, temperature and soil 
are isolated. Through sensory selection we have picked the fractions that 
we believe represents the biotopic origin – hence giving you the taste of 
nature’s spirit at its finest.

We gave it the nick-name “fourage” – derived form the French word 
fourragère, which means to seek and gather food. 

Skål!

Søren Espersen, cultural sociologist, herbal expert, nature guide and consultant at Claus Meyer’s Nature Almanac. 
In connection with Project No1, we invited Søren Espersen to travel around the Nordic region and gather the most 
characteristic tastes from nature. Here is an extract from his travelogue. 
Read the full travelogue at www.arcusprojekt.dk
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TRAVELOGUE FROM SØREN ESPERSEN THE CHEMISTRY OF 
NORDIC SPIRIT

THE SWEDISH 
FOREST

Skoven is the taste of the Swedish forest. The spirit is distilled from the 
finest, hand-picked raw materials from the Swedish forest floor, including 
chantarelle mushrooms from Värmland, lingonberries from Gällivare, 
buckbeans and birch sap from North Sea in the deserted forest areas of 
northern Sweden.

CHANTERELLE BIRCH SAP BOGBEANS

LINGONBERRY

RAW MATERIALS/
INGREDIENTS

FERMENTATION DISTILLATION DILUTION WATER

The traditional Nordic Spirits, 
with aquavit as one of them, are 
made from a fine rectified spirit. 

The ingredients used for this spirit 
are potatoes, wheat or sugar beet 
molasses. We have used wheat for 

these products.

Yeast added to the mash to make 
an alcohol solution 

(approx. 12-16%-vol). 

The alcohol solution produced under 
the fermentation process is recti-
fied on a patent still and after this 
process we end up with at distilled 

spirit with an alcohol content of 
96,4 %-vol. and with a very low con-
centration of other molecules than 
ethanol. The flavour that gives the 
final product its sensory profile is 

made by the use of either distillation 
techniques or extraction techniques.

Has to be without calcium or 
magnesium to avoid sedimentation 

in the final products. But in our 
product we have used birch sap to 
give the product more character.

Distillation is a process where two or more liquids/flavours can be separated because they have different boiling 
points. Distillation is thus a separation process. If fractional distillation is undertaken, it is therefore possible to 
“capture” the flavours nature adds to the distillate and by using fractional distillation, you can select the flavours 
that you want to use in the processing of the finished product. This is the theory, but it requires the right equipment, 
as well as many years of experience as a distiller to be able to achieve this.

SIMPLE DISTILLATION
Aroma molecules are released at different times: Head, heart and tail.

SIMPLE DISTILLATION

FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION

FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION
Provides the ability to get closest to the individual molecule, with this method you can produce 
exactly the taste you want.

FERMENTATION PROCESS

DESTILLATION PROCESS

THE NORWEGIAN 
FINNMARK

Finnmark is the taste of Norwegian Finnmark. The spirit is distilled from 
the finest, hand-picked raw materials from Finnmark in Norway, including  
wild rosemary from Tana Bru, birch sap from Pasvikdalen and fragrant 
vanilla grass from the area around Rørøs. Furthermore, Finnmark contains 
cloudberries from the Swedish area between Tärnaby and Storuman, close 
to the Norwegian border, and moss from Iceland. Both mulberries and moss 
are characteristic of Finnmark, but in the late summer of 2008, reindeer ate 
most of them.

CLOUDBERRY BIRCH SAP HOLY GRASS

WILD ROSEMARY

ICELANDIC MOSS

THE DANISH 
HEATH

Heden is the taste of the Danish heath. The spirit is distilled from the finest, 
hand-picked raw materials from the Danish heath, including  bell heather 
and heather honey from the area around Klitmøller in North Jutland, and 
slash-and-burn rye from Dianalund. A shortage in raw materials has meant 
that the tormentil root and lingonberries, which are usually found on the 
heath, have been gathered in northern Sweden.

HEATHER HONEY
SLASH-AND-
BURN RYE LINGONBERRY

CROSS-LEAVED 
HEATH

ROOT OF 
TORMENTIL
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